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It is our object in the present paper to study best approximation on a set

E consisting of a finite number of distinct points z\, z2, • • • , zm, to a given

function/(z) defined on E, by polynomials pn(z) of given degree(4) n(^m — 2).

As deviation or measure of approximation we use primarily the sum

m

(1) JL   M* \f(Zk)   ~  Pn(Zk) |   , Ilk  >   0,
k=l

where the ju& are given, but also use various broad generalizations of (1). The

analogous problem for approximation on a finite interval, where (1) is re-

placed by an integral, has been studied by Korkine and Zolotareff [6], and

for approximation by linear families more general than polynomials by

Laasonen [7].

An important special case of the problem of approximation is the choice

/(z)=zn+1; here the difference f(z) —pn(z) is the T-polynomial of degree ra + 1,

namely the polynomial rn+i(z) =zn+1+&izn+ • • • +6„ of best approximation

on E to the function zero.

Our entire discussion deals largely with the separation of points of a real

set E by zeros of Pn+i(z) or by points of interpolation of pn(z) to f(z).

Of especial interest is (1) as a measure of approximation on a real set in

the case n = m — 2, for then (as we shall prove) the polynomials of best ap-

proximation to/(x) on E can be found by interpolation to/(x) in certain pre-

assigned points of E which are independent of f(x). This is analogous to the

results of Laasonen.

We emphasize approximation on a real set E, but some of the present re-

sults apply also to a non-real set, and a later paper will be devoted to the

more general case. In §1 we mention briefly existence and nonuniqueness of

extremal polynomials. In §2 we consider best approximation as determined by

interpolation. In §3 we study separation by E of the zeros of ^-polynomials

for general deviation, and in §4 approximation by arbitrary families of func-
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tions. In §5 we consider the totality of extremal polynomials as a convex set,

in §6 approximation in the sense of least pth powers (0 <p<l), and in §7

we consider further the separation properties of zeros of ^-polynomials. Then

§8 is devoted to the specific determination of the polynomials Tm^i(x), and

finally §9 to the mutual separation of zeros of ^-polynomials of various de-

grees.

1. Existence and nonuniqueness of extremal polynomials. The existence

of an extremal polynomial follows (compare [12, §12.3]) with (1) as norm

from the fact that if a sequence of polynomials of degree n is bounded on E,

each coefficient is bounded and hence there exists some subsequence which

converges on E.

But the extremal polynomial need not be unique. Even in the simple case

w = 2, Zi = 0, Z2 = l, f(z)=z, ftk=l, every polynomial of degree zero of the

form po(z) =Mi Q=f*= I, yields approximation with measure (1) equal to unity.

As another illustration of the nonuniqueness of the polynomial of best

approximation, we mention Zi = 0, z2 = 5 (0<5<l/2), z3=l—S, z4=l,/(zi)

=/(z4) = 1, f(z2) =/(z3) =0, ftk= 1; any real linear function whose graph cuts

the nonhorizontal sides of the trapezoid (0, 1), (5, 0), (1— 5, 0), (1, 1) is a

polynomial of degree unity of best approximation. Also in the important case

of the ^-polynomial, Tn+i(z) may fail to be unique.

2. Approximation determined by interpolation. The case m^.n+1 is

trivial, for in that case there exists an admissible polynomial pn(z) which

coincides with/(z) in all the points of E, and for which (1) vanishes. We shall

consider in some detail the first nontrivial case, m = n+2.

Theorem 1. In the case m = n + 2, let P(z) be the unique polynomial of de-

gree n + l coinciding with f(z) on E; then each extremal polynomial pn(z) with

deviation (1) is a polynomial of degree n found by interpolation to P(z) in the

zeros of some Tn+i(z); conversely, any polynomial of degree n found by in-

terpolation to P(z) in the zeros of a Tn+i(z) is a polynomial of best approximation.

In the notation P(z)=aozn+1+aiZn+ • ■ • , we have to study the minimum

of
n+2 n+2

H   ftk |  P(Zk)   ~   pn(zk) |     =   22     I   «0 | M* | Z*       +   •   •   *    |

and if | ao| 5^0 the solution of this minimum problem is

P(z) - pn(z) = a0Tn+i(z).

If pn(z) is an extremal polynomial, then pn(z) coincides with P(z) in the zeros

of Tn+i(z); if pn(z) coincides with P(z) in the zeros of some Tn+X(z), then the

difference P(z)—pn(z) is divisible by Tn+i(z), hence equal to aaTn+i(z). The

casea0 = 0 is exceptional in this reasoning but trivial, for then P(z)—p„(z) =0.

Theorem 1 is especially significant in the case that E is real, for then (§3,
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below) a suitable polynomial Tn+1(z) can be chosen to vanish only on E; the

corresponding polynomial pn(z) interpolates to P(z) and hence to f(z) in w + 1

points of E; these « + l points can be chosen to be independent of f(z). How-

ever, we do not assert that all extremal polynomials pn(z) can be found in this

way; the polynomial Tn+i(z) is not necessarily unique, and under some

conditions may be chosen to have not all its zeros on E; since/(z) is assumed

to be defined only on E, interpolation in points not on E to f(z) has no sig-

nificance. Even for families of functions more general than polynomials,

interpolating extremal functions may exist; see §4.

Theorem 1 has been established for the case of (1) as a measure of ap-

proximation, but extends at once to various other measures of approximation

on E, such as

(2) max [nk\f(zk) — pn(zk) | ], /** > 0;
m

(3) Z  Mfc | f(Zk) ~ pn(Zk) K p > 0, ixk > 0.
*=1

Indeed, Theorem 1 extends to an arbitrary measure of approximation which

is homogeneous (not necessarily of degree unity) in the individual errors

\f(Zk)~Pn(Zk)\.

For deviation (3) with p>\, the polynomial pn(z) of best approximation

is unique; if two polynomials have the same deviation, half their sum has a

smaller deviation.

It follows by reasoning due to Fejer [3; also in 10, §6] for deviations (1),

(2), (3), or even for more general derivations and more general point sets, that

the zeros of 7\,+i(z) lie in the convex hull of E. The zeros of the P„+i(z) have

been studied in more detail by Fekete and von Neumann [5 ] with deviation

(2) and by Fekete [4] with more general deviations.

3. Zeros of ^-polynomial for E real. Methods developed by Korkine and

Zolotareff [6] and by Achyeser [l] for approximation on an interval apply

with some modification to the present study if E is real. Like Fejer, we use

a deviation 5 of considerable generality.

Fejer assumes merely that his norm (which he calls a monotone deviation)

is defined for polynomials of given degree, rather than for arbitrary error func-

tions of the form f(z) — pn(z), and assumes that his norm has a monotonic

property for polynomials which may have zeros on E. He requires that the

norm be greater for any polynomial g(z) =zn+ • • - of degree n than for any

under polynomial h(z) =zn+ • • • of the same degree; here A(z) is defined to be

an underpolynomial of g(z) if A(z) =g(z) on the subset of E on which g(z) van-

ishes, and if | A(z) | < | g(z) | on the remaining subset of E. For the case of poly-

nomials Fejer's requirements are identical with ours, except that his set E may

be infinite. His norm is more general than 5 in the sense that because defined

only for polynomials of given degree it may depend conceivably on special

intrinsic properties of polynomials, such as coefficients or values in points
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not on E, hence may not be defined or not subject to monotonicity require-

ments for more general functions. Our 5 is defined for functions not necessarily

polynomials and depends only on the errors at the individual points of E.

We state our results for an extremal polynomial^), but we shall prove

elsewhere that the set of extremal polynomials xn+ ■ • ■ for deviation (1)

coincides (for real E) with the set of all polynomials xn+ • • • having no

underpolynomials.

Theorem 2. Let E be a real point set Xi, x2, • ■ • , xm with xk <xk+i, and sup-

pose m^n + 2. Let 5 [5i, 52, • • • , 8m] be a positive function of the non-negative

variables 8k when^,k8k>0, which decreases whenever all the 8k not zero decrease

and the dk which are zero remain unchanged. Let Tn+i(x) be the (or a) T-poly-

nomial of degree n + l for E with the deviation d[\ Tn+i(xi) |, | Tn+i(x2) | , • • • ,

| Tn+i(xm)\ ]. If 1; is a zero of Tn+i(x), then at least one point xk at which

Tn+i(x)/(x — £) does not vanish lies in each of the intervals — oo <x^£ and

£:£x< oo. If £ and ??( = £) not necessarily distinct are two zeros of Tn+i(x), then

at least one point xk at which 7\,+i(x)/(x —£)(x —??) does not vanish satisfies the

inequalities £ ̂ = x& ̂  77.

We do not assume all the zeros of Tn+i(x) real, but the reasoning of Fejer

is valid, and hence all zeros lie in the convex hull of E, so these zeros are all

real.

We set first Tn+i(x) = (x — £)<j>(x), and introduce the auxiliary polynomial

of degree n + l: F(x)= [(x — £) — e]<f>(x). If only points xk at which <p(x) van-

ishes lie in the interval £^x< oo, we choose e negative but so small that no

point of E lies in the interval £+e<x<£. There exist points of E at which

4>(x) fails to vanish, for we have m — n + 2; all such points lie in the interval

— oo <x<£+e; at such a point Xj we have | F(xj)\ <| Tn+i(xj)\ unless the

latter number is zero; at each point x;- in the interval £^x< <*> we have

F(xj) = Tn+i(xj) =0, so the deviation of F(x) is less than that of Tn+i(x) and

the latter polynomial is not extremal. If only points xk at which 4>(x) vanishes

lie in the interval — oo <x5S£, a similar discussion with suitable choice of posi-

tive e leads to a similar contradiction. The first part of Theorem 2 is estab-

lished.
The second part of Theorem 2 is established similarly. We set Tn+i(x)

= (x — £)(x — r])4>(x), and introduce the auxiliary polynomial of degree n + l:

F(x)= [(x — £)(x — rj) — e]dy(x), where «(>0) is chosen so small that the zeros

£o and T7o(>£o) of the square bracket are real, with no point of E in the open

(6) An extremal polynomial may fail to exist if the deviation (even though monotone) is not

continuous. This is shown by the example S(5i, S2) = (l/2)Si + d2 («i + 52<l; Si + 52 = 1, &i< 1/2),

5(5i, S2) = 5i + 82 (5i + 52>l; 4i + *2 = l, Sii 1/2), which is monotone for all non-negative Si and

52. With the deviation S(\ ri(0)|, | Ti(l)|) there exists no (extremal) r-polynomial of degree

unity; in other words, the deviation S(\a\, \ 1 —a\) of the polynomial z—a on the set E: (0, 1)

has no minimum for variable a.
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interval between £ and £0 or in the open interval between rj and 170. There

exist points of E at which 0(x) is different from zero, for we have wjSra + 2;

if all such points x, lie exterior to the interval £^x:S?7, we have |F(x,-)|

< I rn+i(xy)| unless the latter number is zero, so 7\,+i(x) is not an extremal

polynomial. This completes the proof. It is also true, and may be proved by

choosing e negative, that at least one point xk at which 0(x) does not vanish

lies in the pair of intervals — 00 <x,t^£, rj^Xk< °°, but a stronger result has

already been established. Theorem 2 shows the impossibility of various order-

ings of the points xk and the zeros of Tn+i(x). We mention, as a consequence

of Theorem 2, some explicit situations which cannot occur; we do not

formulate explicitly the situations obtained therefrom by reversal of order,

which are of course likewise impossible. That Cases I and II are impossible

follows from the first part of Theorem 2, and the remainder from the second

part.

Case I. rn+i(£)=0, ijj^x;, all xk( if any) with £<xk are zeros of rn+i(x).

The impossibility here follows also from Fejer's results if xm<£.

Case II. Tn+\(x) has a multiple zero at £ = xy, all xk (if any) with %<xk are

zeros of Tn+i(x).

Case III. rn+i(x) has a zero of multiplicity greater than one at t-^xj.

Case IV.  P„+i(x) has a zero of multiplicity greater than two at £ = Xy.

Case V. Tn+i(x) has zeros at £ and ri(>lt) not in E; all points of E (if any)

between £ and 77 are zeros of Tn+i(x).

Case VI. rn+i(x) has a multiple zero at £(in E) and a zero at rj (not in E);

all points of E (if any) between £ and rj are zeros of Tn+1(x).

Case VII. Tn+i(x) has multiple zeros at xy and xk, j<k; all points of

E (if any) between x, and xk are zeros of Tn+i(x).

Every multiple zero of Tn+i(x) is of order two and lies on E.

It is a consequence of Case II that Xi cannot be a double zero of Tn+X(x),

and a consequence of Case I that 7V,+i(x) can have no zero in the interval

Xi<x<x2 if Z"n+i(xi) =0.

With the measure of approximation (1), further results are available, as

we proceed to show.

Theorem 3. With the measure of approximation (1), whenever the extremal

polynomial Tn^i(x) has a zero £ in the interval xk<%<xk+i, that zero can be

chosen arbitrarily in the corresponding closed interval without modifying the

extremal character of Tn+i(x).

As before, we set 7\,+i(x) = (x — |)0(x), whence

Z NI Tn+i(xj) I  = X) w(£ - *i) I 0(*y) I + Z) w(*y - £) I 0(*y) |
y j-kk ,>k

= *[£ My|0(*y)|   - Z My|0(*;)| ]
j£k j>k

- Z nix, I 0(*y) I  + X My*y I <t>(Xj) I ■
i^k >k
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The square bracket must be zero; otherwise the last member could be made

smaller by suitable choice of £ in the given open interval, contrary to the defi-

nition of Tn+i(x). Since the square bracket is zero, the last member is inde-

pendent of the value of £ in the closed interval Xtg£^x*+i.

Corollary 1. If an extremal polynomial Tn+i(x) with (I) as deviation has

two coincident zeros at a point xk of E, then one of these zeros can be displaced

arbitrarily in the interval xk_i<x<xk+i without altering the deviation of

Tn+i(x).

The proof follows precisely that of Theorem 3.

It is a consequence of this corollary that with (1) as a measure of devia-

tion there exists some Tn+i(x) whose zeros lie on E and are simple; for one com-

ponent of any multiple zero may be shifted continuously to a point of E not

originally a zero of 7Vn(x), without altering the extremal property of the

polynomial Tn+i(x); we use the impossibility of Case VII. This fact is of sig-

nificance for Theorem 1; the zeros of Tn+i(x), namely the points of interpola-

tion of pn(x) tof(x), may be chosen all distinct.

Corollary 2. In the case m = n + 2^3 and with (1) as deviation, ftj=l, there

exists a TH+i(x) with zeros in both Xi and xm. Indeed, every Tn+i(x) whose zeros

lie on E and are simple vanishes in both xi and xm.

By the consequence of Corollary 1, at least one of the polynomials

Fk(x) =- TJ (x - x,)

is extremal. The deviations of Fi(x) and F2(x) are respectively

|  (Xi —  Xi)(xx — Xt)   •  •   •  (Xi  — Xm) |   ,

|  (x2 —  Xi)(x2 — Xt)   •  •  •  (X2 — Xm) |   ,

and it is clear that the latter is less than the former; a corresponding com-

parison applies to Z?m_i(x) and Fm(x). Then Fi(x) and Fm(x) are not extremal,

50 every extremal Tn+i(x) whose zeros lie on E and are simple vanishes in both

Xi and xm. This conclusion is generalized below (§5).

Corollary 2 does not extend to arbitrary m and n, as we show by the ex-

ample w = 6, Xi= — 2, x2= — 1 — 5, Xt= — 1, x4 = l, x6 = l + 5, x6 = 2, where 5

is infinitesimal. For the polynomials x2 —4, (x + 2)(x + l), (x + 2)(x —1), x2—1,

the deviations are respectively (except for possible added infinitesimals) 12,

24, 8, 6, so for 5 sufficiently small no extremal polynomial vanishes in Xi orx6.

Even in the case m = w + 2, the deviation of Fk(x) is not necessarily convex,

considered as a function of xk. We show this by the example m = 5, Xi = —1—5,

x2=—1, x3 = 0, x4 = l, x6 = l+5, ftk = l. The corresponding deviations for

Fi(x), Ft(x), F3(x) are respectively 5(1+5)(2 + 5)(2 + 25) =45 + 1052 +
25(2 + 5) =45 + 252,  (l+5)2=l+25 + 52, and the nonconvexity for 5 suffi-
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ciently small follows. This same example shows that F„+i(x) may have a double

zero on E, for the two polynomials F2(x) = (x+l+8)x(x —l)(x —1 —5) and

F4(x) = (x + l+5)(x + l)x(x —1—S) are both extremal, hence half their sum

(x + l+5)x2(x — 1 —5) is also extremal. Herewith the special choice S = 21/2 —1,

all three polynomials F2(x), F3(x), F4(x) have all their zeros on E and are all

extremal.

4. Approximation by arbitrary families of functions. We investigate now,

following suggestions made to the writers by Professor A. Ostrowski, best ap-

proximation to an arbitrary function F(x) on E: (xi, x2, • • • , xm) by linear

combinations of the given functions 0\(x), ^2(x), ■ • • , 0„+i(x) defined on E,

n^m — 1. The measure of approximation

m n-f 1

(4) Z WI F(%k) - P(xk) | , P(x) = £ a,Mx),
t=i »=i

is to be minimized. It will be useful to have the functions 0»(x) satisfy

Condition A, namely, that if any n points of E are given, there exists some

linear combination of the 0,.(x) which vanishes in those points but is different from

zero in at least one of the remaining points of E. We prove

Theorem 4. Suppose m^n + 1, and the set\f/y(x) satisfies Condition A. Then

there exists at least one extremal function P(x) defined by (4) which coincides

with F(x) in at least n +1 points of E.

Let P(x) be the (or an) extremal function of the prescribed form which

coincides with F(x) in the maximum number p of points of E. If p^« + l, the

conclusion is satisfied. Otherwise let 0(x) = Z"+1 /W'O*) vanish in this set E'

of p(^n) points of E but be different from zero in at least one other point of

E. For 5 numerically small we consider

m

£ Hk | (F(xk) - P(xk) - 8<t>(xk) |
*-i

m

= Z Wk[F(xk) - P(xk) - 8<p(xk)]
*-i

m m

= Z Wb I F(xk) — P(xk) |   — 5 Z Wk<p(xk);
*=1 4=1

here e* is defined as plus or minus unity, according as its original factor is

positive or negative. We choose h so small that on E — E' the functions

F(xk)—P(xk) and F(xk) — P(xk) — d<p(xk) have the same algebraic sign. If the

last coefficient of 5 does not vanish, a suitable choice of positive or negative

5 yields a smaller deviation for the function P(x) — 50 (x) of the linear family

than for P(x). On the other hand, if the last coefficient of 5 vanishes, we can

increase  151   monotonically so that the deviation remains constant until
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F(x) —P(x)—b\p(x) first vanishes in a point of E — E'; then an extremal func-

tion coincides with F(x) in p + 1 points of E, contrary to hypothesis. This

contradiction completes the proof.

Of course for approximation by polynomials we have \f/(x)=x"~1, v

= 1,2, • • • , n + l, and we need merely set<f>(x) = (x — x{)(x — x() ■ ■ -(x —x„')

to show that Condition A is satisfied, where the xk are the given n points of E.

Condition A need not be satisfied for an arbitrary set of functions \[t,(x);

indeed we might have each ^,(x) constant on £ or on a subset of E. But if

there always exists some linear combination of the \p,(x) which assumes n + l

arbitrarily prescribed values respectively in n + l arbitrary points of E (for

which various sufficient conditions are well known), Condition A is satisfied.

Adding to this "solvence" condition a similar one for "unisolvence," properties

of approximating functions of a general, not necessarily linear, family are

studied in [9]. Likewise, suppose whenever n columns are chosen from

\Mxi) lAl(*2)      •   •   •    h(Xm)

f2(Xl) 1MX2)      •   •   •     fo(Xm)

^„+l(Xi)       >A„+l(X2)   '   '   " ^n+\(Xm)

there exists some column not linearly dependent on them; then the functions

^„(x) satisfy Condition A.

5. Totality of extremal polynomials as a convex set. It is clear from the

triangle inequality that with (1) as deviation the totality of polynomials

pn(x) of given degree of best approximation to an arbitrary f(x) on an

arbitrary set E form a convex set, in the sense that if p„ (x) and p„ (x) are

two such polynomials, so also is \p^(x) + (l — X)^2>(x), 0 <X<1. We proceed

to investigate further the totality of such polynomials in the case that E is

real, more especially when E consists olm = n + 2 points, with/(x) =xn+1; thus

we are studying the totality of the functions Tn+i(x) of Theorem 1 in this

case.

The points yi, y2, • • • , yn+i are said to separate the points Xi, x2, • • • ,

xn+2 (we suppose xk <x*+i) if and only if we have

(5) xi ^ yi g Xi ^ y2 ^ • • • ^y„+i ^ xn+2,

and the separation is said to be strong if and only if this relation holds without

the equality signs.

Theorem 5. If we set Pk(x)= H,** (x—x,), k = l, 2, • • • , n+2, then the
polynomials P(x) =xn+1+6xn+ • • -whose zeros separate the points xk are

precisely the polynomials

n+2

(6) P(x) ^ £ X*P*(z),       X* Si 0,        £ xfc = 1.
*=1
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Every polynomial P(x) of form (6) with every X*>0 has zeros strongly

separating the xk, for we have P„+2(x„+2) >0, PB+i(xn+i) <0, P„(xn) >0, ■ • • ,

whence P(x„+2)>0, P(x„+i)<0, P(xn)>0, • • • . Consequently every poly-

nomial which is a limit of polynomials P(x) with Xjt>0 also has zeros separat-

ing the xk, so the sufficiency of (6) is established.

Conversely, let the zeros of P(x)=xn+1+bxn + • • • separate strongly the

points xa. Each zero of P(x) is simple, so we have P(x„+2)>0, P(x„+i) <0,

P(x„)>0, • • • . The linear independence of the polynomials Pk(x) implies

that we can write P(x) = Z ^kPk(x), whence \k = P(xk)/Pk(xk)>0. Moreover

we have >!Xt = 1. Every polynomial P(x)=xn+1 + • • • whose zeros separate

the points xk is the limit of a variable polynomial of the same form whose

zeros separate strongly the xk, so Theorem 5 is established.

In every case under Theorem 1, the totality of extremal polynomials

7V|-i(x) forms a convex set. By a basic extremal polynomial we understand

an extremal polynomial which cannot be expressed as a linear combination

(with positive coefficients) of two distinct extremal polynomials. Since the

set of all extremal polynomials is convex, closed, and bounded, each ex-

tremal polynomial can be expressed [Minkowski, 8, vol. II, p. 160] as a linear

combination of basic extremal polynomials. It follows from Theorem 3 and

its Corollary 1 that if E is real, every basic extremal polynomial has its zeros

simple and lying in points of E; every extremal polynomial can be expressed

as a linear combination with positive coefficients of these, and these are finite

in number.

We choose now m = n-\-2; let r„(x) denote a smallest basic set of extremal

polynomials; the totality of extremal polynomials are then precisely the set

Z Vp(*)>        \ = °. Z \> = 1.
Let the points x„ be the common zeros of all the rp(x), and the remaining

points of E be the points x„. We set 5(x) = Yl^ (x — xp), rp(x)=8(x)qp(x).

Then the totality of extremal polynomials is precisely the set

(7) d(x) Z \q,(x),        Xp ̂ 0, Z \ = I-

Except in the case (m = n-\-2) that but one extremal polynomial exists,

there are at least two basic extremal polynomials, the totality of zeros of

those polynomials consists of E, and each polynomial qP(x) vanishes in all

the points x„ but one. Each x„ is a nonzero of some qP(x). Thus the set q„(x)

is precisely a set of the kind considered in Theorem 5, with a slight change

of notation. The zeros of a polynomial r„(x) consist (by Theorem 5) of the x„

and a set of points which separate the x„; the x^ need not be distinct from the

latter set. Conversely, any polynomial 7\,+i(x) =xn+1+ • • • which vanishes

in the xp and whose other zeros separate the x, is an extremal polynomial.

Here we have a complete geometric characterization of the extremal poly-

nomials. The zeros of every extremal polynomial separate the points of E,

by Theorem 5.
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It is a consequence of Corollary 2 to Theorem 3 that if ftk = l, wStl,

m = n + 2, every basic extremal polynomial vanishes in both Xi and xm, so

there are at most n such polynomials. Every extremal polynomial vanishes

in Xi and xm.

As an illustration we choose 5 as in §3, m = 5, Xi= — 1 — 5, x2= — 1, x3 = 0,

x4=l, x6=l+5, 5 = 21/2 —1, ftk = l, and set Pk(x)= Tit** (x —x;). The three

polynomials P2, Pz, Pi are all basic, and an extremal polynomial with a

double zero is [P2(x)+P4(x)]/2; here x3 = 0 is both a point of E and a zero

of some q„(x).

6. Least pth power approximation. The following theorem is based on a

remark made to the writers by Professor A. Dvoretzky:

Theorem 6. Let E consist of the real points Xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xm (m^n + l),

let F(x) be defined on E, let p (0<p<l) be given, and let the functions

ipi(x), fa(x), ■ ■ ■ , i/vn(x) satisfy Condition A (§4). Then every function P(x)

— £"+I cejf/,(x) of best approximation measured by the deviation

m

(8) £ ftk I F(xk) - P(xk) \p
*=i

coincides with F(x) in at least n + l points of E.

As in the proof of Theorem 4, suppose P(x) to be an extremal function

which coincides with F(x) in precisely p( = 0) points E' of E. We show that

the assumption p ^ n leads to a contradiction. Let <j>(x) = £?+1 i3jf>r(x) vanish

in E', but be different from zero in at least one other point of E. The function

P(x) + 8<j>(x) belongs to the linear family under consideration.

For 5 numerically small we consider

m

(9) £ ttk I F(xk) - P(xk) - 84>(xk) \p,
k-l

a sum of which p terms vanish and of which other terms may conceivably be

constant. Each of the remaining terms (at least one of which must exist, by

the definition of 0(x)) is of the form \A +551 p, where A and B are constants

with Zi^O. Unless the function |^4+Z35|P of 5 with ZJj^O is zero, its graph is

locally concave downward, so a sum of such functions plus a constant cannot

have a local minimum. Thus (9) is not a local minimum for 5 = 0 unless at

least one of the remaining terms vanishes for 5 = 0; hence P(x) coincides with

F(x) in at least p + 1 points of E, contrary to the definition of p.

Theorem 6 implies that every extremal polynomial P(x) is found by in-

terpolation to F(x) in n + l points of E; there exist but a finite number of

polynomials interpolating to F(x) in w + 1 points of E, so every extremal poly-

nomial can be found merely by comparing their measures of approximation.

Of course Theorem 6 implies that every 7"-polynomial, namely a poly-
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nomial T^t(x) = xn+1+&x"+ • • • of minimum norm Z?-i M*| T^(xk) \", has

all its zeros on E, whether or not we assume w = w+2.

7. Zeros of ^-polynomials, continued. We return to the situation of

§3, to study in more detail the location of the zeros of T-polynomials.

Theorem 7. With the hypothesis of Theorem 2, the ordered zeros yi, y2, •'••',

y„+i of every P„+i(x) separate a suitably chosen ordered subset E': x{, x{, ■ • • ,

x„+2 of E, in the sense of (5).

We establish this result by the use of the cases of impossibility enumerated

in §3 as a consequence of Theorem 2, by examining the number Nt(x) of

zeros of 7\,+i(x) not greater than x and the number N"b'(x) of points of E'

not greater than x, as x increases monotonically. We show that for every x

in the interval Xi^x^xm we have

(10) NT(x) g Ne'(x) g NT(x) + 1.

Always as x increases monotonically we adjoin each new xk to E' if and only

if after adjunction the relation (10) holds for x = x*. In the proof the word

zero refers to a zero of Tn+i(x).

Each simple zero at a point of E shall be called a zero of the first kind; as x

moves across such a zero yk each of the numbers Nt(x) and Ne>(x) is in-

creased by one unit, so that the difference is unchanged and (10) if originally

valid persists with the same equality and the same inequality signs as before.

Each other zero is called a zero of the second kind; in such a point yk there is

one more zero than points of E, so as x increases through yk the difference

Ne-(x)—Nt(x) is decreased by one unit, and if (10) holds for x<yk with the

respective signs < and = it becomes valid with the signs = and < for x>y4.

The precise content of the impossibility of Cases V, VI, and VII can be ex-

pressed: between two successive zeros of the second kind must lie at least one

point of E not a zero.

The relation (10) holds for x = Xi; in every case we choose x{ =Xi, a point

which cannot (Case II) be a double zero. The relation (10) then holds for

x=yi if yi is a zero of the first kind and also holds (Cases I and II) if yi is a

zero of the second kind.

If P„+i(x) possesses only zeros of the first kind, the conclusion is immedi-

ate; the relation (10) holds in each xk, and some xk is (m>n + l) not a zero,

whence Nr(xm) =w + l <NE'(xm).

If Tn+\(x) possesses zeros of the second kind, let yk be the first (i.e.,

smallest) of them. By Cases I and II relation (10) holds for x=yk. The next

succeeding zero yp of the second kind must be separated from yk by at least

one point of E not a zero, so (10) holds also for x = yp. When we arrive at

the last zero y3 of the second kind we have Nr(yD fkNE'(yi). Cases I and II

show that some xk>yj is not a zero, so we have NT(xm)=n + l<NE-(xm),

which completes the proof.
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Of course it is a consequence of (6) that the points yk are the respective

limits of points that strongly separate the points xk of E. It is to be noticed

that Theorem 7 applies in particular to the deviation (3), for all p>0.

8. Determination of the polynomials Tm-i(x). We have studied (Theorems

2 and 7) the separation of the points of E by the zeros of 7"m_i(x) especially

by the method of adding positive or negative constants to various linear and

quadratic factors of Tm-i(x). It is conceivable that further information could

be obtained by similar consideration of factors of Tm~i(x) of degree higher

than two. However, it turns out that the description of separation indicated

in Theorem 7 is completely characteristic of the extremal polynomials with

deviation (1), as we proceed to indicate for degree m — 1 in the corollary to

Theorem 8. In Theorem 8 the set E need not be real.

Theorem 8. The totality of T-polynomials Tm_i(z) of degree m — l for E:

(zi, z2, • ■ • , zm) with measure of approximation

m

(ii) M(r—0 = £ Mi I t\»-i (z.) I, m > o,
i

is found as follows. With the notation co(z) = Jl7 (z — zi), arrange the numbers

fti\(t)'(zi)\ in order of magnitude, and choose Z"m_i(zi)=0 except in the subset

E': (zi, z{, ■ • • , z'p) of E on which p„|a/(z;)| takes its smallest value; on E'

choose Tm_i(zi) arbitrarily but so that Tm-i(zi) =Xio/(z/), X.-^O, £j X, = l;

then we have

m ^.

7\n_l(z)   = &)(Z)   £   -— ,
1      Z — Zi

where we set X* = 0 in the points of E not in E'.

Any polynomial P(z) of degree m — 1 is expressed by Lagrange's interpola-

tion formula:

™    P(Zi)    w(z)
(12) P(2) = £^H-^>

1       « (Z,-)    Z — Zi

and for P(z)=zm~1+ • • • we have consequently

.A   P(k)
(13) 1 " 2 -7TT *

1       <*> (Zi)

Thus Tm_i(z) is the (or a) polynomial P(z) defined by (12) where the arbitrary

numbers P(z/) are chosen to satisfy (13) and to minimize

ft(P) = £ iti | P(zi) |  - £ n< | «'(*<) | -^- .
i i w'(z.)
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It is now clear that the minimum of n(P) is found by choosing

- V   £<*L
i      w'(z,)

and further by choosing P(z{) =Xjo>'(s,) in the manner described in the state-

ment of Theorem 8. The polynomial Pm_x(z) is unique when and only when

£' consists of but one point.

In any case, it follows from Theorem 5 that the zeros of Tm-i(x) separate

the points of E, provided E is real.

Theorem 8 is somewhat similar to the determination of the P-polynomials

using (2) as deviation, by Fekete and von Neumann [5], later studied more

deeply by Fekete [4].

Corollary. Under the conditions of Theorem 8 and with the choice p,

=/io/|w'(z,)|, juo>0, for every i, the set of T-polynomials Tm-i(z) is precisely

™   X.-cofz) "
Z—->     x,^o,      Zx. = i-

1     Z — Zi 1

In other words the totality of T-polynomials is the convex set depending on the

polynomials Pk(z) =co(z)/(z — zk), and if E is real is precisely the set of poly-

nomials whose zeros separate the points of E.

The last statement follows from Theorem 5.

On another occasion the present writers expect to determine and char-

acterize the ^-polynomials defined by deviation (3), with especial reference

to separation of points of E by zeros.

9. Mutual separation of zeros of the Tn(x). Atkinson [2] has indicated

that the classical properties [e.g., Szego, 11, §3.3] of separation of zeros of

polynomials orthogonal on a finite real interval are exhibited also by the zeros

of the P-polynomials for that interval with deviation measured by the

integral of the weighted pth power, p > 1; the classical case is precisely that

of the T-polynomials for p — 2. The methods of Atkinson apply without

essential change in our present case of deviation (3), p > 1, where E is real, as

we now indicate. If Tn(x) is the necessarily unique polynomial Tn(x)=xn

+ 6xn_1+ • • •  which minimizes

m

(14) Z«t|Pn(%)h P>1,
i=l

and if t(x) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree n — 1, it is readily proved by

variational methods that we have

m

(15) Z w I Tn(xk) \p~hg[Tn(xk)]t(xk) = 0,
t-i
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which represents a kind of orthogonality.

We omit the elementary proof of the

Lemma. If a and 0 are real, we have

sg[a\a\*-* + p\l3\»-*] = sg[a + p];

if either of the numbers in square brackets vanishes, so does the other.

We suppose the points xk of E so arranged that Xi<x2< ■ • • <xm, and

of course m^n + l.

Theorem 9. If c is real and 0<v^n, the polynomial F(x) = Tn(x)

+ c7\(x)(^0) has at least v sign-changes in I: Xi=gx^xm.

The function F(x) cannot vanish at all points of E. If the theorem is false,

there exists a polynomial G(x) of degree less than v which throughout I has

the same sign as F(x), and which by the lemma then has the same sign

throughout I as Tn(x) \ Tn(x) \ p~2+cTr(x) \ T,(x) | p~2. Thus we have

m

(16) £ ftk{ | Tn(xk) \*-lsg[Tn(xk)\ + c\ T,(xk) K>Jf [r,(*4)]} -G(xk) > 0.
k-l

But (16) contradicts the relation (15) for orthogonality of G(x) to T„(x) and

Ty(x), which completes the proof. We emphasize the fact that the polynomial

G(x) is subject to no condition at a point of Z at which F(x) vanishes but does

not change sign, and is subject to no condition at either of the points Xi or

xm if F(x) vanishes there. In particular the choice c = 0 shows that Tn(x) itself

has at least n sign changes interior to Z, so all the zeros of Tn(x) are simple and

lie in the open interval xx<x<xm.

It follows from Theorem 9 that the polynomial H(x)=Tn(x)+cTn^i(x)

has at least n — l sign-changes in Z, thus has at least n — 1 zeros of odd order,

so has its n zeros all real and distinct. Then the polynomials 7\,(x) +cTn-i(x),

Tn (x)+cT^i(x) have no common zero, whence the polynomial

(17) Tn(x)rl_1(x) - Tn(x)Tn^(x)

has no real zeros. From the coefficients of xn and xn_1 in 7\,(x) and 7"n_i(x)

respectively it follows that the coefficient of x2"-1 in (17) is negative, so we

have proved

Theorem 10. For all real x the polynomial (17) is negative.

From Theorem 10 it follows that the polynomials ^(x) and Tn-i(x) have

no common zero, and also, by differentiation of the function Tn(x)/Tn-i(x),

that the latter increases monotonically wherever it is defined. If £ and 77 are

two successive zeros of Tn(x), the function T„(x)/T„-i(x) vanishes for x = £

and x = ?7, hence must have a discontinuity in that interval:
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Theorem 11. The zeros of Tn(x) are strongly separated by those of 7\,_i(x),

»^2.

Theorem 11 is the main result of §9.

We have already pointed out that every Tn(x) has all its zeros interior to

I. The monotonic character of Tn(x)/Tn-i(x) can be written for x>xm in the

form

Tn(x) Tn(xm)

P„_i(x)       7Vi(xm) '

so (as is likewise pointed out by Atkinson for the polynomials that he con-

siders) the sequence

Tn(x)
-> n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,
Tn(xm)

increases monotonically with n.
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